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Chapter 3471 
With this roar, the old man made all those who wanted to speak have the sense to shut their mouths. 
 
Although they could not accept handing over their fate to Marven, they also knew very well that the old 
master still had a way back so far. 
 
Therefore, the most important thing that cannot be done at such a time is to openly turn against the old 
master. 
 
Otherwise, in case the old master really accepts the other party’s request and breaks the bank, he will 
naturally look for these people who openly oppose and settle scores after the fall. 
 
Even the elder Andrew gave up struggling and took the initiative to go forward, slapped Morgan fiercely 
and cursed angrily, 
 
“You uncultured thing! Who told you to talk to your grandfather like that? Why don’t you hurry up and 
apologize to your grandfather!” 
 
Morgan knew that he had failed to incite the others, so he could only say in a jarring voice, “Sorry 
grandpa, I was wrong ……” 
 
Zhongquan ignored him, but looked at Marven and asked him with a grave face, “Marven, do you really 
have no specific plans? Do you want to find a way to get some help? Or maybe I’ll try to find a way to 
move the relationship?” 
 
Marven waved his hand and said indifferently, “No need, when the time comes, the soldiers will block, 
the water will cover-up.” 
 
After saying that, he looked at the time and said, “After such a long delay, we haven’t started the 
process of the ancestral ceremony, let’s go back and discuss the business,” 
 
“I came back this time, mainly for the ancestral ceremony, no matter what, this matter can not be 
affected.” 
 
The Ye family members now all wanted to die. 
 
The way they looked at Marven was the same as looking at a serious mental patient. 
 
At this time, he is still thinking about the ancestral ceremony, what’s the difference between this and 
thinking about what to drink at night when the gun is at the back of the head? 
 
However, when Zhongquan saw that Marven was thinking about the ancestral rituals that could not be 
affected, his heart was immediately relieved. 
 
He felt that Marven was never a person with a brain problem. 



 
If he was still so relaxed at this time, then he must have a bottom card that he did not reveal. 
 
So, when he saw that the crowd did not react, he immediately opened his mouth and roared: 
 
“Did you all not hear what I said just now? Now is a special period, from now on, in the Ye family all 
affairs, all listen to Marven! All must follow his lead!” 
 
Marven’s mouth smiled faintly. 
 
What he wanted was for the Ye family to obey his orders. 
 
Moreover, it was never just some special period. Rather, from now on, the Ye family will be controlled 
by himself! 
 
So, he immediately looked at Morgan and Hawade and said in a cold voice, “You two, take care of the 
two guards’ bodies!” 
 
Morgan blurted out with an angry face, “Why should I go?!” 
 
Marven frowned slightly, raised his hand, and slapped Morgan’s face fiercely, coldly said, “Get lost if you 
don’t go!” 
 
Morgan cursed furiously: “You …… dare to hit me! You’re fcuking tired of living! I am the eldest grandson 
of the Ye family! What are you, you!” 
 
Today, Morgan had already received several slaps, but they were all from his grandfather and father, 
and he didn’t expect Marven to dare to slap him as well, which made him indignant deep inside. 
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However, at this time, Zhongquan suddenly raised his hand and slapped him too, cursing angrily: “A 
ba5tard who is not good enough to accomplish anything! What I just said, you have taken it as a 
whisper?” 
 
“If you don’t want to do it, then get out of the Ye family! At a time of life and death for the Ye Family, I 
will not show mercy to anyone who dares to make a mistake, even if they are my own son!” 
 
Just now, Morgan was thinking of theorizing with Marven, but he didn’t expect to receive a slap from 
the old man immediately afterward, and at this time, his tears of aggression rolled down, but he didn’t 
dare to say one more word. 
 
Seeing this, Hawade at the side, his heart was also panicked, so he hurriedly took a stand and said, 
“Grandpa! I’ll go now!” 
 
Andrew saw that Hawade had taken a stand, and his stupid son was still in tears of aggression, so he was 
not at all heartbroken, but kicked him fiercely with hatred and scolded: “Crying like a b!tch, why the hell 
not hurry to work!” 
 



Morgan completely collapsed and could only wipe his tears while running after Hawade to the gate. 
 
Marven said, “Please move to the main hall, let’s talk business!” 
 
The rest of the Ye family could do nothing at this time, and even though they were deeply frightened, 
they could only follow Marven’s request and return to the main hall of the villa to continue discussing 
the ancestral ritual. 
 
However, everyone else was distracted. 
 
Only Marven, according to the Ye family’s previous steps, step by step with the person in charge to 
confirm clearly, asking them to make sure to do their respective work in accordance with the set 
process, otherwise severe punishment will not be meted out! 
 
Just when Marven was still forcibly leading the Ye family to sort out the process of the ancestor worship 
ceremony, the Ye family’s encounter just now had already spread in Orgeyon. 
 
When they heard that someone had brought hundreds of coffins to the Ye family door and had killed the 
Ye family’s guards, all of the entire Orgeyon family was extremely shocked! 
 
Everyone wanted to know what the origin of this group of people who killed into the Ye family was, that 
they didn’t even put the top families in the country in their eyes. 
 
And at this time, Harmen also returned to the old mansion of the Wan family, and reported the situation 
in the Ye family just now, one by one, to Joseph. 
 
Joseph sneered and asked him, “According to your observation, are the Ye family people afraid?” 
 
Harmen hurriedly said, “Naturally, they are afraid, the majority of the Ye family are so scared that they 
are blue in the face, almost fcuking pissing their pants.” 
 
He further said: “However, the Ye family bad old man, and a young descendant of the family do not 
know what to call it, seems to be a bit just, especially the young man, asked me to convey to you,” 
 
“He said eight o’clock in the morning Yeling see us, do not know when he is ready to wear mourning 
kneeling greeting, or give up his life, ready to fight us hard.” 
 
“Whatever.” Joseph waved his hand, said indifferently: “As long as the coffin is delivered, the words will 
be delivered, tomorrow morning at eight o’clock, we punctually go to the Yeling mountain,” 
 
“If the Ye family kneeled, the Ye tassel will be thrown to the ashes, and then my parents will be buried in 
a big way; if the Ye family does not kneel!” 
 
“If the Ye family does not kneel, then we will break their legs, make them kneel, and then we will bury 
my parents in a beautiful burial!” 
 
After saying that, Joseph sneered and said, “Harmen, now the whole Orgeyon must be wondering who is 
behind everything that happened in the Ye family today. 



 
Harmen nodded: “Yes, Supreme Commander! I’m on my way!” 
 
Joseph called him and said, “Come back, there is one more thing.” 
 
Harmen said respectfully, “Yes, Supreme Commander!” 
 
Joseph coldly said, “Put the word out, whoever dares to help the Ye family out, is my deadly enemy!” 
 
Let all the big families in Orgeyon, even the whole country, weigh themselves before they decide to help 
the Ye family! Anyone who is not afraid of death, stand out and try!” 
 
At this point, Joseph smiled coldly and said playfully, “I want the Ye family to be isolated and helpless!” 
 
Harmen immediately said, “I know, Supreme Commander! I’ll go do it now!” 
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A few minutes later. 
 
Something in the whole Orgeyon top family circle suddenly spread and can be described as a 
thunderstorm of news! 
 
Back then, the one who was not capable but still insisted on trying to be strong with Changying and 
finally failed and chose to commit suicide by jumping off a building, Arthur Wan actually had a son! 
 
And, that son is actually the famous overseas Cataclysmic Front’s Supreme Commander Joseph! 
 
What’s even more shocking is that this Cataclysmic Front Supreme Commander, Joseph, actually sent 
someone to attack the Ye family, and after killing the Ye family’s chief guard, he sent more than 100 
coffins to the family! 
 
The most creepy is not this. 
 
The most creepy thing is that, in order to avenge his parents, Joseph made a series of extremely harsh, 
even inhumane demands on the Ye family! 
 
Moreover, only one night is left for the Ye family! 
 
What was even more ruthless was that the Cataclysmic Front had said that no one was allowed to help 
the Ye family out, or else they would be their sworn enemies. 
 
With this sentence in, many families that have good relations with the Ye family, immediately asked all 
members from now until tomorrow, to keep their cell phones off, closed doors, but also must stop 
seeing guests,” 
 
“They are afraid that the Ye family at this time on the door for help, even if they receive a phone call 
from the Ye family, it is likely to be held in hatred by the Cataclysmic Front. 
 



Therefore, must clear all boundaries with the Ye family, clear all ties! 
 
Because of the strength of the Cataclysmic Front is too strong, all the high society in Orgeyon firmly 
believes that the Ye family will be broken this time, even if it is the Great Golden Immortal, it is 
impossible to save them! 
 
Everyone believes that tomorrow morning at eight o’clock is bound to be the time of the Ye family’s 
demise. 
 
Even if the family finally accepted the demands of the Cataclysmic Front, they would be completely 
withdrawn from the stage of the top families list from now on! 
 
Who would have thought that originally the Ye family was preparing for the ancestral ceremony with 
great fanfare, thereby announcing to the nation that the Ye family had officially returned to the number 
one family throne? 
 
But in the blink of an eye, this ancestral ceremony is about to turn into a disaster of destruction! 
 
Philip and Lenan, who had been staying at home, had only just received the news. 
 
Originally, Philip was still waiting for Marven to come back, so that the two of them could continue to 
drink, but he never dreamed that the Ye family had suffered such a major crisis. 
 
Sara got the news first, she was so nervous that she immediately put down the rehearsal for the concert 
and hurried home. Have you heard about the Ye family?” 
 
Philip said with a gloomy expression, “I heard about it.” 
 
Sara couldn’t control her tears and choked, “Dad …… that Cataclysmic Front is so strong, Marven won’t 
be in danger, right ……” 
 
Philip shook his head: “This matter, I can’t say, that Cataclysmic Front I have some understanding, the 
strength is very strong ……” 
 
He could not help but sigh, said in a serious tone: “Marven this time, may have encountered big trouble 
……” 
 
“Then what to do ah!” Sara wiped away her tears while she blurted out, “We can’t just stand by and 
watch!” 
 
“Of course not!” Philip immediately said, “Don’t worry, I’ll gather all the men I can right now and 
personally take them to Yeling Mountain first thing tomorrow morning!” 
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Sara immediately said, “I’m going too!” 
 
Lenan’s expression was somewhat struggling, and after thinking for a moment, she said, “Sara, you don’t 
need to go tomorrow as a girl, I’ll go with your father!” 



 
Sara hurriedly asked, “Why, Mom! I want to go too!” 
 
Lenan said, “Sara! You’re a girl, you can’t help much if you go, you should stay at home honestly, in case 
anything happens to me and your father, you can at least continue our bloodline, mom and dad can’t let 
you go to risk anything!” 
 
“I don’t!” Sara cried, “Whether you agree or not, I have to stay with you, stay with Marven! If something 
really happens to you tomorrow, I, Sara, will never live alone!” 
 
After saying that, she immediately took out her cell phone and said offhandedly, “I’ll call Marven, if you 
don’t let me go, I’ll go to Yeling Mountain now and wait!” 
 
Philip hurriedly said, “Don’t call Marven yet! He must have something important to discuss with the Ye 
family now, you are crying to call him now is not adding to the chaos? If you have anything to ask, wait 
until he comes back tonight!” 
 
Then he said, “You two wait at home, I’ll go out to meet some people and see if I can find more 
helpers!” 
 
Lenan said: “I’ll call my mother’s family and see if they can send some people!” 
 
“No need.” Philip shook his head, said seriously: “You want to go with me to the Yeling, I can not refuse, 
after all, you and I as a couple have been deeply favored by Brother Ye and Marven, for reasons, we 
both have to fight to the death to return this favor,” 
 
“But tomorrow when we go, life and death are uncertain, if we really have any accidents, I would be 
unable to explain to your parents, and how can you involve your mother’s family again! ……” 
 
He said, he smiled faintly, softly said: “You and Sara wait for me at home!” 
 
Lenan hesitated for a moment, had to nod, and instructed, “You should be more careful in everything 
……” 
 
…… 
 
Although the entire Orgeyon, is completely shocked by the matter of the Joseph and the Ye family, but 
the news will ultimately take time to pass, so the cities outside of Orgeyon, for the time being, have not 
received the news. 
 
At this time, far away in Wrestvel, in the office of the chairman of the Song Group. 
 
Warnia, who was busy with official business, suddenly received a video call from Nanako. 
 
After the video call, Nanako, who was also dressed in professional clothes and sitting in the chairman’s 
office of Ito Group, asked her with a smile, “Sister Warnia, have you been busy lately?” 
 



“Busy. …… is very busy.” Warnia gave a bitter laugh and said, “Since I took over the Song Group, there is 
no time when I am not busy.” 
 
Saying that, she asked, “What about you? Do you have a lot to do in the past few days?” 
 
Nanako spit out her tongue and said with a smile, “Just like you, I’m busy as hell.” 
 
Warnia laughed and said, “You’re so busy and you’re still calling me on video, do you miss your sister?” 
 
“Yes.” Nanako laughed, “I’ve been thinking about sister Warnia every day for the past few days since I 
got back.” 
 
Saying that, she hurriedly added, “Right sister Warnia, have you contacted Marven in the past few 
days?” 
 
“No.” Warnia said, “These days there are really more things, so I have not contacted Master Ye, why?” 
 
Nanako said, “Sister, today is the fourth of April! Tomorrow is the Qingming Festival, have you forgotten 
what we speculated about before? Have you paid attention to whether Marven is still in Wrestvel?” 
 
Warnia suddenly had an epiphany and slapped her head, saying, “Oh! Look at my memory …… if you 
didn’t remind me, I really would have forgotten ……” 
 
In the beginning, Nanako together with Warnia, speculated about Marven’s identity. 
 
Nanako inclined to Marven is the young master of the Orgeyon Ye family, but suffered from the lack of 
solid evidence to support. 
 
It just so happened that she knew about the Ye Family Ancestral Ceremony, so she felt that if Marven 
had gone to Orgeyon during this time period, then he must be the Ye Family Young Master. 
 
If he didn’t go, it could be that she guessed in the wrong direction. 
 
Warnia had also been very curious about this matter. 
 
But she was too busy with things lately, and her mind was in turmoil so she didn’t remember. 
 
Now when she heard Nanako remind her, it dawned on her. 
 
So she hurriedly said, “Nanako, I don’t know where Master Ye is now, why don’t one of us call him and 
ask?” 
 
Nanako laughed, “That’s what I mean, but I’m in Japan, so if I call and ask where he is, it would seem 
somewhat deliberate,” 
 
“If you ask, sister Warnia, it’s more natural, you can say you want to invite him to dinner, or some other 
reason.” 
 



“Good.” Warnia smiled: “Then I will call him in a moment to ask, and when the results are available, I 
will definitely give you a reply at the first time.” 
 
Nanako laughed: “You know me best, sister Warnia, then I’ll wait for your news!” 
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Warnia did not know about the fishy situation that was happening in Orgeyon at this time. 
 
She hung up Nanako’s phone and called Marven directly. 
 
At this time, Marven was checking the last few steps of the ancestral ritual with the Ye family. 
 
When he suddenly received a call from Warnia, he temporarily left the main hall and went to an 
unoccupied room next door, picked up the phone, and asked with a smile, “Warnia, what do you want 
from me?” 
 
Warnia was a little nervous and said hurriedly, “Master Ye, Grandpa has been talking about you for the 
past few days, saying that he misses you,” 
 
“So I want to ask if you have time today, and if it’s convenient, can you come to the house for a casual 
meal?” 
 
After hearing this, Marven didn’t doubt it, so he said with a smile, “Sorry, Warnia, I’m in Orgeyon, 
reading feng shui for a client,” 
 
“I may not be able to come back in the next two days, so why don’t you please tell the old man that I will 
definitely visit him when I get back.” 
 
When Warnia heard Marven say that he was in Orgeyon, her heart thudded. 
 
She knew that she and Nanako’s guesses had matched up. 
 
Marven’s trip to Orgeyon at this time was definitely not as simple as reading feng shui for a client, as he 
said. 
 
After all, the Ye family is going to hold its once-in-12-years ancestral ceremony tomorrow, and if Marven 
is really a descendant of the Ye family, he will definitely be present on such an important occasion! 
 
Thinking about this, deep inside Warnia suddenly surged up with a bit of loss. 
 
Because, she originally felt that there was a huge gap between herself and Marven, the only thing that 
could give her some confidence was her status as the Song family’s daughter, and the current Song 
family head. 
 
However, only now did she understand that Marven’s true identity was much more powerful than her 
identity as the Song family’s daughter! 
 
That is the Ye family ah! 



 
It is the top family that has been ranked among the top of the country! 
 
Now that the Su family is gradually falling into decline, the Ye family is already the number one family in 
the country in everyone’s mind. 
 
Compared to the Ye family, I’m afraid the Song family’s strength is not even a tenth of it. 
 
In this way, she also realized in her heart that the gap between herself and Marven had been pulled 
even bigger, so big that deep inside herself, even thinking about it, could not help but be ashamed of 
herself! 
 
Marven did not know what Warnia was thinking at this time, and he did not know that she had already 
guessed his identity at this time. 
 
Warnia then came back to her senses and said in a panic: “Yes, I’m here, sorry Master Ye, I was a bit 
preoccupied just now and got lost in thought.” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “It’s okay, just tell the old master first, I’ll visit him when I get back.” 
 
Warnia was busy saying, “Okay Master Ye, then I won’t delay you in your business, I’ll contact you when 
you return.” 
 
“Okay, I come back and contact you.” 
 
Marven hung up the phone, not feeling any problem, he went back to the main hall and continued to 
confirm the process with the Ye family. 
 
And Warnia’s entire body was still frozen in place at this time, not knowing what to do for a while. 
 
A few moments later, she picked up her phone and was about to send a video back to Nanako, when 
suddenly a message was sent by an entrepreneur surnamed Huang in one of her entrepreneurs’ WeChat 
groups, the message read: 
 
“Breaking news! Breaking news! The overseas mercenary organization Cataclysmic Front seeks revenge 
on the Ye family! After tomorrow, there will be no more Ye family!” 
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When Warnia saw this, her heart suddenly tightened and she hurriedly picked up her phone and sent a 
voice chase: “Mr. Huang, what do you mean by what you just said? What happened to the Ye family?” 
 
The other party quickly replied with a voice: “Ms. Song, haven’t you heard yet? Cataclysmic Front today 
attacked the Ye family, sent more than 100 coffins to their family!” 
 
“It turns out that the parents of the master of the Cataclysmic Front, the Ye family killed him, so now he 
is back to seek revenge, but also put out the word, to destroy the whole Ye family! If anyone dares to 
help that family, all of them will be killed without amnesty!” 
 



Warnia asked, “What is this organization called the Cataclysmic Front, is it very powerful? How come 
I’ve never heard of it?” 
 
An entrepreneur named Liu in the group sent a voice: “No, Song! You don’t know the Cataclysmic Front? 
This is one of the top mercenary organizations in the world today, with tens of thousands of elites under 
its command!” 
 
“The fighting power is so strong that even ordinary small countries may not be able to compete! This 
time the Ye family is dead!” 
 
Another person in the group said, “Da*n! I thought the Su family had done a lot of evil and was finally 
going to fall from the number one position in the country,” 
 
“But I didn’t expect the Ye family to encounter such a thing again, so after tomorrow, won’t the Su 
family be back to the number one position in the country?” 
 
Immediately after, another voice was sent: “Zhang, don’t talk badly about the Su family, when the Ye 
family fell, the Su family back to the first position is certainly to raise their eyebrows, in case whoever 
reveals your words to the Su family, then the Su family will certainly not let you off! 
 
As soon as the words fell, the last voice was immediately withdrawn by the sender. 
 
The more Warnia listened, the more frightened she was, and immediately sent a video call request to 
Nanako. 
 
Nanako had been waiting for Warnia’s call, so she answered the video in almost seconds and asked, 
“Sister Warnia, have you got any news?” 
 
Warnia’s face was full of anxiety and she said out of the blue, “Nanako, Master Ye is in big trouble!” 
 
“What?!” When Nanako heard this, she immediately asked incomparably nervous: “Sister Warnia, 
what’s wrong with him? 
 
Warnia was so nervous that her voice choked up a bit and spoke, “I …… I just called him, and he said he 
was in Orgeyon reading feng shui for someone else ……” 
 
Nanako heard this, immediately widened her eyes, and said offhand, “So! Marven is the descendant of 
the Orgeyon Ye family! We guessed correctly!” 
 
“Yes ……” Warnia’s eyes had already burst into tears at this point and said in a panic beyond measure, 
“But …… Nanako …… I just heard someone say that …… there is an organization called the Cataclysmic 
Front that is looking for revenge against the Ye family ……” 
 
“And also said …… that they have already attacked the Ye family today …… to destroy the entire Ye 
family ……” 
 
“What?! Cataclysmic Front?!” Nanako heard this, the whole person dumbfounded, said offhand: 
“Marven how can have conflicts with the Cataclysmic Front?!” 



 
“These people are all professional mercenaries who kill without blinking an eye! And it is said that each 
of their core members is a top expert!” 
 
Warnia nodded: “Yes …… I also do not understand why …… I see many people talking about this matter 
as if the Ye family is in a very critical situation ……” 
 
She said, “Oh yes! That Cataclysmic Front also put out the word that anyone who helps the Ye family will 
be killed ……” 
 
Nanako heard this, the brain a dizzy, she said offhand, “No! I want to go to Orgeyon to help him!” 
 
Warnia asked, “Nanako, how do you plan to help Master Ye?” 
 
Nanako said firmly, “Now that all four Japanese ninja clans have surrendered to the Ito family, I will 
immediately gather all the ninjas today and personally take them to Orgeyon to help him!” 
 
As soon as Warnia heard this, she immediately said, “Good! Then I will go back and discuss with 
grandpa, and also hurry up to prepare the manpower, then we will meet in Orgeyon!” 
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Right now, Yuhiko Ito, who lost both legs, has already announced his retirement and handed over the 
control of the Ito family to his daughter Nanako. 
 
However, he did not immediately become a hands-off manager. 
 
Rather, he has changed from being the patriarch of the Ito family to being the man behind Nanako’s 
back, providing some help to his daughter in terms of judgment and resources. 
 
But Nanako is so good at her job that most of the time he is actually just idle at home as a staffer. 
 
At this moment, he is in his own yard in Tokyo, working with his loyal servant Tanaka on some potted 
plants. 
 
A subordinate suddenly ran in with a panicked look and said out of the blue, 
 
“Master, Missy suddenly summoned the four ninja clans and asked all of them to gather at Narita 
Airport tonight to take a plane to China!” 
 
“What?!” Yuhiko listened dumbfounded, full of amazement asked, “Nanako, she suddenly summoned so 
many ninjas to go to China for what?” 
 
“I do not know ……” the subordinate said in some panic: “The ninja of the four great clans add up to at 
least a hundred people,” 
 
“I do not know why Missy wants to make such a big deal, so I hurried to inform you ……” 
 



On the side Tanaka is also full of shock: “Lord President, should we make a phone call to ask Missy, she 
suddenly summoned so many ninjas, is really a bit unusual ……” 
 
Yuhiko spoke, “Tanaka, I am no longer the president, from now on it is better to change the name.” 
 
After saying that, he added: “The current president is Nanako, the Ito family’s big and small affairs, as 
well as all external available resources, should be under her sole discretion,” 
 
“In theory, if she does not take the initiative to talk to me about this matter, I should not ask about it.” 
 
Tanaka nodded and said, “You are right, but …… but this is too unusual, if there is no major event, Missy 
will never call the ninja,” 
 
“And also called all the ninja of the four clans at once, if you do not grasp, it is easy to have a big event 
……” 
 
Yuhiko sighed and said, “I have given the chairman’s position to Nanako, that theoretically have to 
unconditionally trust her, support and respect every decision she makes,” 
 
“The new king succeeded the old king to take over the government, is always the starting point of the 
collapse of internal affairs, the Ito family can come to today, successive presidents have tried to avoid 
such things from happening, I can not set this precedent.” 
 
Tanaka hesitated for a moment, nodded, and said, “Your meaning subordinates understand ……” 
 
Yuhiko nodded slightly and instructed the subordinate who came to report the news, “Go to work, don’t 
tell anyone else about this matter.” 
 
The subordinate immediately bowed deeply and respectfully shouted, “Understood sir!” 
 
After saying that, he hurriedly turned around and left. 
 
Yuhiko continued to fiddle with the potted plant in his hand, but noticed that Tanaka next to him 
seemed very distracted, so he put down the potted plant in his hand and said blandly, “Tanaka, trust 
Nanako, she will not make any irresponsible decision rashly.” 
 
Tanaka said ashamedly, “You are right, my subordinate should not have overthought ……” 
 
Yuhiko nodded slightly and smiled, “All right, these pots of aquascape should all be finished today, hurry 
up!” 
 
“Yes, Sir!” 
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Just then, Nanako Ito came in with a quick, distracted step, and seeing both Yuuhiko Ito and Koichi 
Tanaka fiddling with the potted plants in the courtyard, she immediately came up and bowed, 
 



“Father! I have just summoned all the ninja of the four clans without your permission, please forgive 
me!” 
 
Yuhiko smiled and said, “Nanako, you are the chairman of the Ito family, you don’t need my consent to 
make any decision.” 
 
Nanako pursed her lips, tears instantly came out of her eyes, and choked, “Father …… Marven he …… is 
in trouble ……” 
 
“What?!” Yuhiko exclaimed, “Mr. Ye is in trouble? A person as godly as Mr. Ye shouldn’t be in any real 
trouble, right?” 
 
Nanako tears have long been uncontrollable, sobbing: “Marven this time is found…… by the world’s top 
mercenary organization Cataclysmic Front……” 
 
“It is said that the Ye family has a blood feud with the head of the Cataclysmic Front, the other party has 
now gone to the Ye family to seek revenge ……” 
 
“Cataclysmic Front?!” Yuhiko only felt a dizzying brain, said offhandedly, “How could the Ye family 
provoke the Cataclysmic Front ……” 
 
Nanako shook her head and said, “I don’t know the details, but I know that the Front has attacked the 
Ye family today, leaving more than a hundred coffins, saying that they want to destroy the whole Ye 
family ……” 
 
Yuhiko asked her, “You urgently summoned all the ninjas of the four clans, just to go to Orgeyon to help 
Mr. Ye?” 
 
“That’s right!” Nanako nodded resolutely and said, “Marven is a benefactor to me, now he is in trouble, I 
can’t just sit back and do nothing!” 
 
Yuhiko said with a complicated expression, “But …… the ninja of the four clans are not the rivals of the 
Cataclysmic Front…..” 
 
Said, Yuhiko added: “Cataclysmic Front, I still know some of the situations, tens of thousands of elite 
mercenaries, more than a hundred top experts,” 
 
“This strength, in addition to the world’s top three families, any business family can not afford to mess 
with, including us.” 
 
The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 
 
Nanako said, “Father, I can not care about this, no matter what, I have to do my best to help Marven, 
even if I die in China, I will not hesitate to do so!” 
 
Yuhiko looked at Nanako’s unwavering expression, a moment of silence, then a long sigh, some 
powerless waved his hand and said, 
 



“Go! Since you have already decided, I have nothing more to say, but there are two things I want to tell 
you.” 
 
Nanako heard this, heart happy, busy said: “Father, you please say it!” 
 
Yuhiko said incomparably serious: “The first thing, many so-called warriors are not really brave, but 
people often say that ‘those who do not know have no fear’,” 
 
“So you must remember, until the moment you really face the Cataclysmic Front, do not let the ninja of 
the four families know that this time they will face the enemy Who exactly is it, otherwise, I believe 
none of them will dare to get on the plane.” 
 
Nanako Ito bit her lip and nodded heavily, “Father, I know!” 
 
Yuhiko nodded, looked at her with some reluctance, and said lovingly, “Second thing, no matter what, 
stay alive! Your father has already lost his legs, if I lose you, my life will no longer be meaningful.” 
 
With tears streaming down her face, Nanako Ito immediately knelt on the ground, took his hand, and 
choked up, “Don’t worry, Father, I will do my best!” 
 
Yuhiko also did not control his inner emotions, and two lines of hot tears rolled down. 
 
Afterward, he looked at Nanako Ito and said with emotion, “It’s just that, Nanako, Father will go to 
Orgeyon with you!” 
 
Nanako was surprised beyond measure and asked, “Father, you’re going too?” 
 
Yuhiko nodded and said seriously, “Mr. Ye is as kind to the Ito family as a mountain, now he is in such 
great trouble, I should go to help!” 
 
In fact, Yuhiko has a sentence not said, he looked at Nanako, heart feeling: “Nanako, you are my only 
daughter, if this trip to Orgeyon is a sure death, it should be Father to die on your behalf!” 
 
Chapter 3479 
When the ninjas from the four major ninja clans began to assemble and prepare to rush to Orgeyon, 
many people in Wrestvel also began to get busy. 
 
At the Shangri-La Hotel. 
 
Ruoli, who also received the news, said to her mother, Roma, at the first moment, “Mom, I want to go 
to Orgeyon to help Mr. Ye!” 
 
Roma said, “Ruoli, have you forgotten what Mr. Ye explained to you? Your identity is too sensitive, the 
Japanese are still looking for your whereabouts, and even had Interpol issued a wanted notice for you,” 
 
“If you go to Orgeyon at this time, it is likely that before you can help him, you will already be arrested!” 
 



Roma said: “Ruoli, you listen to mom, stay here peacefully, as for Mr. Ye’s side, mom is now going to 
Orgeyon to find your grandfather, tomorrow morning,” 
 
“I will definitely go with your grandfather and others, to help Master Ye to face the Cataclysmic Front!” 
 
Ruoli did not hesitate to shake her head and said, “No! I must go!” 
 
“Mr. Ye not only saved my life, but also gave me a great opportunity, and even gave the He family a 
great opportunity,” 
 
“If I still think about my personal safety at this time, then I can never forgive myself in my life!” 
 
Roma said with difficulty, “But how can you go to Orgeyon in this situation? Now there are face 
recognition systems everywhere, you may have been discovered before you even get on the plane!” 
 
Ruoli’s words left the mouth: “Can not take the plane, then drive to Orgeyon! We, two people, take 
turns driving, eleven or twelve hours is estimated to be able to reach there,” 
 
“Almost is tomorrow morning at two o’clock, we arrive, first go to Grandpa, and then tomorrow 
together with Grandpa on Wadrest Mountain!” 
 
Roma’s face is full of hesitation, at this time also does not know what to do. 
 
But after thinking about it for a long time, she gritted her teeth and nodded, “Okay! Then let’s go!” 
 
Said, she immediately found a pair of masks and sunglasses, handed to Ruoli, said: “Wear these masks 
and sunglasses, your identity is special, we are not convenient to stop and eat on the road,” 
 
“You go to the car and wait for me, I go to prepare some food, ten minutes later in the car, we will 
meet! The car is parked in the underground garage of the hotel, it is a tail number 331 Range Rover,” 
 
“Okay!” 
 
Since Marven had arranged for He’s family to stay at the villa by the Wrestvel River and for Roma to stay 
with Ruoli at Shangri-La, he had Zak Chen give Roma a car to facilitate her daily commute between the 
two places. 
 
The mother-daughter duo soon got ready and drove the car, speeding all the way north. 
 
…… 
 
At the same time, Warnia and the Song family’s old man were also ready to go to Orgeyon. 
 
The Song family is weak and does not have any outstanding bodyguards or guards, and there is not even 
a single three-star martial artist in the family. 
 
However, Master Song still gathered all the bodyguards in the family and, together with Warnia, rushed 
to Orgeyon overnight. 



 
He knew very well that in the face of such an existence as the Cataclysmic Front, he, as well as the Song 
family, could not possibly be of much help. 
 
But in order to repay Marven’s kindness, he still decided to go to Orgeyon with his granddaughter. 
 
Even if they can not help Marven, at least to stand by him at this critical moment is something they can 
afford! 
 
As for Warnia, that heart has long crossed thousands of miles, flew to Marven’s side, the beloved 
encountered such a crisis. 
 
She has no regard for her own life and death, only wants to see him as soon as possible, no matter what 
kind of danger next, she will be steadfastly standing by his side. 
 
…… 
 
Chapter 3480 
The same is true for Zhiyu, who is also the daughter of a large family, who was also anxious after 
learning the news. 
 
She told her mother Liona about this matter and asked nervously: “Mom, is there any way you can help 
benefactor in this matter?” 
 
“I’ve checked the situation of that Cataclysmic Front, I’m afraid that Grace is in a bad luck this time ……” 
 
The first time I saw this, I was able to find a way to help my father. Ye family to leave a ray of hope ……” 
 
“Really?” Zhiyu heard about this matter, excitedly asked: “That Arthur Wan, really my father’s people?” 
 
“That’s right.” Liona nodded: “Your father was as kind to the Wan family as a mountain, so to speak.” 
 
“That’s great!” Zhiyu said excitedly, “It just so happens that this time, Grace also wants to bring my dad 
to Wadrest to make amends for his parents, since my dad was kind to the Wan family,” 
 
“If Grace uses my dad as a condition at that time, he will definitely be able to force Joseph to back off 
……” 
 
After saying that, she said with some anxiety, “No, I have to go to Orgeyon for a trip! I’ll be waiting at 
Wadrest early tomorrow morning, otherwise, in case my father is unwilling to cooperate, I can also 
persuade him!” 
 
Liona nodded approvingly and said, “Your father indeed did great favors to the Wan family, if your 
father is really willing to make peace, there should be some room for reconciliation in this matter!” 
 
After saying that, Liona looked at the time and said, “Zhiyu, hurry up and book a flight, mom will go back 
to Orgeyon with you!” 
 



Zhiyu said: “Mom, you should not go …… It is too dangerous!” 
 
Liona shook her head and said seriously: “For your mom, there is nothing dangerous, the Wan family are 
more affectionate, and that Joseph often came to visit with his parents when he was a child, he is two or 
three years older than your brother.” 
 
“So as a child your brother liked to play with him, the two had a very good relationship, seeing me and 
your father, he was also very respectful, so I believe he can not do anything to me, if He knows your 
identity, it is also impossible to do anything to you.” 
 
Said, she also lamented: “When the time comes, I will also begged him to show mercy, I believe it will 
more or less work ……” 
 
Zhiyu then nodded and said, “That’s good …… mom! I’m going to book a flight, let’s go there as soon as 
possible!” 
 
…… 
 
At the same time, Orvel had also heard about the matter between the Ye family and the Cataclysmic 
Front. 
 
The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 
 
As an ordinary spokesman of the Ye family, Zak Chen was not qualified to go to the Ye family today, but 
was at the hotel with the other spokesmen, waiting to go to Yeling when the ancestor worship 
ceremony is held tomorrow. 
 
After he learned about this, he was not very worried. 
 
This was because he, Orvel and Liang, had all seen Marven’s great divine ability. 
 
In the beginning, under the Changbai Mountain, the situation when Marven induced the heavenly 
thunder to split an avalanche and directly took away the Eight Heavenly Kings in one wave was still vivid 
to them. 
 
Therefore, he did not feel that the Cataclysmic Front would be Marven’s opponent. 
 
Precisely because he was convinced that Marven would not lose to the Cataclysmic Front, Zak Chen had 
been advising the other Ye Family spokesmen who wanted to flee at the hotel, hoping that they would 
stay and survive with the Ye Family. 
 
However, this kind of persuasion did not have any effect, and many people were afraid that once the 
Cataclysmic Front became angry, they would not even spare these spokesmen, so they left without 
greeting each other. 
 
Zak Chen saw that most of the people could not be persuaded, and was cursing these people for their 
short-sightedness, when he did not expect a phone call from Orvel. 
 



Zak Chen picked up the phone and heard Orvel on the other end of the line say, “Mr. Chen! I heard that 
someone wants to target Master Ye, did your men in Wrestvel rush over to support him?” 
 
“In addition, I can still gather at least ten thousand of my men, but I can’t drive there with all my men 
now!” 
 
Zak Chen said helplessly, “Orvel, do you think the young master’s name of ‘True Dragon Master Ye’ 
came for nothing? That what Cataclysmic Front tomorrow to dare to go up to the Wadrest mountain.” 
 
“I am afraid the young master’s induction of a heavenly lightning will directly split them to death, which 
need us two those shrimp soldiers run to support the scene?” 
 
He further said: “Besides, Yeling Mountain is the ancestral tomb of the Ye family, the young master’s 
parents also rest there, you bring so many punks over, not only can not help, but also disturb the young 
master’s parents’ peace.” 
 
Orvel heard this, relieved at the same time, also hurriedly agreed to say: “Yes, yes, or Mr. Chen is right! 
Master Ye has great magical powers, so he really doesn’t need the help of my gang of shrimp and crab 
soldiers.” 
 
Said, he suddenly remembered something, said: “Why don’t I still bring some people over, in case 
Master Ye goes on a killing spree,” 
 
“There must be someone to help clean up the corpses or something, maybe a thunderbolt comes down, 
that Joseph splintered, my men, can also help to converge it.” 
 
Zak Chen laughed: “You can quickly pull back, your men know the young master, in case anyone’s mouth 
is not strict enough to reveal the true identity of the young master, it will bring young master trouble!” 
 
“If you want to come, just come over and see the world yourself! Qin Gang, Miss Song, Solomon’s side 
don’t talk nonsense, they don’t know the young master’s identity!” 
 
“Okay!” Orvel said, “Then I’ll go to the airport and take the earliest flight there!” 


